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The effects of flow variations on the galvanic corrosion of the copper/AISI 304 stainless steel pair in a 

concentrated lithium bromide solution were investigated in a hydraulic circuit applying different flow 

steps and using a zero-resistance ammeter (ZRA). The flow steps consist in applying a flow rate for 

sixty minutes after leaving the system under stagnant conditions for another sixty minutes; this 

procedure is repeated during eight hours. The magnitude of the steps is different depending on the flow 

regime studied, ranging from a Reynolds number of 633 to 5066. Results show that, when a flow step 

is applied, the galvanic current density increases and the galvanic potential shifts towards more 

negative values. However, with time, this increase in the galvanic current density is lower, reaching its 

lowest value in the last hour of the experiment at a Reynolds number of 5066. Thus, although the 

corrosion rate increases as Reynolds number increases, the protective corrosion products are generated 

earlier on the copper surface. 

 

 

Keywords: copper, stainless steel, lithium bromide, zero-resistance ammeter, hydrodynamic 

corrosion. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of a zero-resistance ammeter (ZRA) allows registering the naturally occurring 

fluctuations in the potential and current of corroding electrodes that take place during a corrosion 

process [1]. Nowadays, this technique is gaining importance because it can be used without disturbing 

the system under investigation and in continuous-time [2]. Moreover, as it is a non-destructive 

technique, the results obtained are close to reality. However, there are only few works that have 

studied corrosion processes under flowing conditions by means of a ZRA [3-6]. Fluid flow can 

enhance corrosion problems [7-9] and this fact can have special importance in the regular stops of the 
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industries, due to maintenance and mechanical failure, where fluid flow can vary significantly. 

Galvanic corrosion studies that took into consideration flow variations using a ZRA are scarce [10-14]. 

Additionally, these studies made use of rotating electrodes in order to simulate a hydrodynamic 

regime, but these electrodes do not effectively simulate what really occurs in the industrial 

environment of interest. For this reason, in a previous work [15], a hydraulic circuit was used to 

investigate the galvanic corrosion of the copper/AISI 304 stainless steel pair in a concentrated lithium 

bromide solution under flowing conditions by means of a ZRA. 

Lithium Bromide (LiBr) is one of the most commonly employed absorbents in absorption 

systems [16, 17], because of its good properties [18, 19]. Absorption machines are an alternative 

refrigeration technology to compression systems due to the fact that compression technology uses 

refrigerants that belong to the chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) group and, according to Montreal Protocol 

(1987), they are prohibited [20]. Furthermore, their substitutes, i.e. hydrochlorofluorocarbons, are 

submitted to severe regulations (Kyoto Protocol, 1997), since they are responsible for the ozone layer 

depletion and the climate change [21]. However, bromides are very aggressive ions that can cause 

serious corrosion problems on metallic components in absorption machines [22-24]. Copper and 

stainless steels are the most commonly used materials in absorption systems [25] because highly 

alloyed steels, which are supposed to cause less corrosion problems, are very expensive and usually 

have heat transfer problems. Copper is widely used in heat exchanger piping due to its high thermal 

conductivity and its good corrosion resistance [26-30], and stainless steels (i.e. AISI 304 stainless 

steel) are widely used in the structural elements of absorption refrigeration systems [31] because they 

present better corrosion resistance due to the chromium oxide film that protects the alloy [32, 33]. 

Therefore, copper provides AISI 304 stainless steel cathodic protection by acting as sacrificial anode; 

that is, copper is subjected to corrosion by the galvanic anodic dissolution effect [34]. 

The purpose of the present work was to investigate the effects of flow variations on the 

galvanic current density and galvanic potential of the copper/AISI 304 stainless steel pair in an 850 g/L 

LiBr solution applying different flow steps and using a zero-resistance ammeter (ZRA) in a hydraulic 

circuit. The flow steps consist in applying a flow rate for sixty minutes after leaving the system under 

stagnant conditions for another sixty minutes; this procedure is repeated for eight hours, simulating the 

possible stops of absorption machines, due to maintenance and mechanical failure, and subsequent 

starts. The magnitude of the steps is different depending on the flow regime studied, ranging from a 

Reynolds number of 633 to 5066. 

 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

2.1. Materials and solution 

The galvanic pair used in this work consisted of copper and AISI 304 stainless steel. Copper 

composition was 99.9 wt. % and AISI 304 stainless steel composition is shown in Table 1. The copper 

and AISI 304 stainless steel rings were used in their as-received conditions [35]. They were only 

degreased with ethanol and air-dried prior to exposure. Both metal ring dimensions were identical to 
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avoid the effect of the cathode/anode area ratio in the galvanic study. 

 

Table 1. Composition (wt.%) of AISI 304 stainless steel used in this work according to the inspection 

certificate supplied by the manufacturer. 

 

C Cr Ni Mn Si S P Fe 

0.040 18.080 8.030 1.210 0.300 0.001 0.027 Bal. 

 

The test solution was prepared by dissolving reagent grade LiBr (98 wt. %) in distilled water. 

Its concentration was 850 g/L, like the commercial solutions commonly used in absorption machines. 

Nitrogen was bubbled into the solution during 60 minutes in order to simulate oxygen-absence 

conditions in these machines, according to ASTM G5 [36]. Moreover, nitrogen was also bubbled when 

the solution was inside the hydrodynamic circuit during 20 minutes. Then, the hydrodynamic circuit 

was tight sealed to keep these conditions. The tests were performed at 25º C. 

 

2.2. Hydrodynamic conditions 

A hydraulic circuit was designed to carry out the experiments and it was described elsewhere 

[15]. It consisted of a centrifugal pump, a flow-meter, a glass device for the reference electrode, a glass 

device for a thermometer to control the temperature, a glass device for the gas output, a glass device to 

introduce the solution into the flow circuit, a glass device to bubble an inert gas, a thermostat to 

regulate the solution temperature and a valve to drain the system. Silicone flexible tubes were used to 

assemble the different elements. The test section was composed of two rings 20 mm in length and 14 

mm in inner diameter, made of AISI 304 stainless steel (located at the flow inlet) and copper, 

respectively. Both rings were insulated by a Teflon intermediate assembly piece, which was 14 mm in 

inner diameter too. Fully developed flow was assured using a 90-cm-long Teflon rigid tube of the same 

inner diameter as the test rings upstream of the test section and a 20-cm-long Teflon rigid tube 

downstream of the test section. 

In order to evaluate the effects of flow variations (i.e. possible stops of the machines, due to 

maintenance and mechanical failure, and subsequent starts), different flow steps were applied. The 

flow steps consist in applying a constant flow rate for sixty minutes after leaving the system under 

stagnant conditions for another sixty minutes; this procedure was repeated for eight hours. The 

magnitude of the steps was different depending on the flow regime studied, ranging from a Reynolds 

number of 633 to 5066. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the combined influence of time and flow, 

different magnitudes of flow steps were applied every hour during 10 hours. In this last case, Reynolds 

number ranged from 0 to 5066. The Reynolds number (Re) is a dimensionless group defined by the 

following equation: 

 

μ

ρdv
Re




                                                                 (1) 
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where v is the characteristic fluid velocity, d is the characteristic length of the system (the diameter of 

a pipe in the case of pipe flow),  is the fluid density and  is the fluid viscosity. The LiBr solution 

density and viscosity were calculated according to the Patterson and Perez-Blanco numerical fits [37]; 

the obtained values were 1.59 g/cm
3
 and 4.64 cP, respectively. 

 

2.3. ZRA measurements 

Galvanic current density and galvanic potential of the copper/AISI 304 stainless steel pair were 

measured every 0.5 s during 8 h using a zero-resistance ammeter (ZRA). Both copper and AISI 304 

stainless steel rings were connected to a Solartron 1285 potenciostat, which was used as a ZRA and 

was provided with the Corrware software. The reference electrode was a silver/silver chloride 

(Ag/AgCl), 3 M potassium chloride (KCl) electrode. 

According to the electrical measurements carried out, the current sign was positive when 

electrons flowed from the copper ring to the potenciostat; thus, copper was corroding. However, 

current values were negative when electrons flowed in the opposite direction, that is, AISI 304 

stainless steel was corroding. In all cases, the tests were repeated at least three times in order to verify 

reproducibility. After each experiment, the test section was disassembled and the rings were washed 

with distilled water, rinsed with ethanol and air-dried. Then, they were cut in order to observe their 

internal surface. 

 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Analysis of the galvanic current density and galvanic potential profiles 

Figure 1 shows the galvanic current density and galvanic potential profiles of the copper/AISI 

304 stainless steel pair at the different studied flow steps. The positive current density values registered 

mean that copper is the anodic member of the pair for the three flow steps applied; so, copper corrodes 

in all cases while AISI 304 stainless steel remains protected. 

 

3.1.1. Galvanic current density profiles 

The galvanic current densities show a general tendency to drastically increase when a flow step 

is applied. During the sixty minutes in which the flow step is applied at the highest studied Reynolds 

numbers (from Re 0 to Re 3166 and to Re 5066 in Figures 1b and 1c), the galvanic current density 

decreases with time. In the experience carried out at a flow step from Re 0 to Re 633, the galvanic 

current density values remain nearly constant after the application of a flow step. When a flow step is 

applied again, the galvanic current density initial value is practically equal to the last value registered 

at the previous flow step; that is, there is a complete recovery, except in the experience carried out at a 

flow step from Re 0 to Re 633 (Figure 1a), where the galvanic current density initial value is lower 

than the last value registered at the previous flow step.  
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(a) Flow step from Re = 0 to Re = 633 
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(b) Flow step from Re = 0 to Re = 3166 
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(c) Flow step from Re = 0 to Re = 5066 
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Figure 1. Galvanic current density and galvanic potential profiles of the copper/AISI 304 stainless 

steel pair at different flow steps during eight hours. (a) From Re = 0 to Re = 633. (b) From Re 

= 0 to Re = 3166. (c) From Re = 0 to Re = 5066. 
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In any case, the galvanic current density decreases with time. This decrease in galvanic current 

density can be attributed to metal passivation due to the formation of a protective film which grows 

with time [38]. On the other hand, when the pump is disconnected, a general tendency of the galvanic 

current density to sharply decrease can also be observed. Figure 1 also shows that during the sixty 

minutes in which the pump is disconnected, the galvanic current density initially increases with time 

due to inertia and then it decreases until it reaches the same initial value. Moreover, when the pump is 

disconnected again, the galvanic current density value is practically equal to the last value registered at 

the previous pump stop; that is, there is a complete recovery. However, there is an exception: the 

galvanic current density does not recover the last value registered during the first hour. Therefore, the 

first flow step alters the system. 

 

3.1.2. Galvanic potential profiles 

In relation to the galvanic potentials, their general tendency is to shift towards more negative 

values when a flow step is applied and to shift towards more positive values when the pump is 

disconnected. This behavior agrees with the registered galvanic current density values that are greater 

when a flow step is applied. Similarly to the galvanic current density profiles, the recovery of the 

galvanic potential values is practically complete, except for the last value registered during the first 

hour, showing that the first flow step alters the system. 

 

3.2. Effect of Reynolds number on galvanic current density and galvanic potential 

Although the general tendency of the galvanic current density and galvanic potential is similar 

when a flow step is applied, there are some differences depending on the magnitude of the applied 

step. In this way, in order to study the Reynolds number effect, Figure 2 shows the galvanic current 

density and the galvanic potential profiles of the copper/AISI 304 stainless steel pair at all flow steps 

applied. 

 

3.2.1. Effect of Reynolds number on the galvanic current density 

According to Figure 2a, when a flow step is applied, the effect of Reynolds number is to 

increase the galvanic current density value during the first hours of the test. Therefore, it can be said 

that during this period of time, the effect of galvanic coupling is greater at the highest Reynolds 

number. However, this behavior changes with time because when the third flow step is applied (sixth 

hour of the ZRA measurements), the galvanic current density is greater at a flow step from Re 0 to Re 

3166 than those determined at a flow step from Re 0 to Re 5066. Moreover, when the fourth step is 

applied (last hour of the test) the galvanic current density is even lower at a flow step from Re 0 to Re 

5066 than the register corresponding to a flow step from Re 0 to Re 633. This fact can be attributed to 

the quick and large formation of corrosion products that protect the copper ring at the highest flow.  
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Figure 2. Effect of Reynolds number on galvanic current density (a) and galvanic potential (b) profiles 

of the copper/AISI 304 stainless steel pair applying different flow steps during eight hours. 

 

Figure 2a also shows that when the pump is disconnected, the galvanic current density values 

are similar, regardless of the previous flow step applied. But, as it can be seen, there is an exception: 

when the previous flow step applied goes from Re 0 to Re 5066, the galvanic current density value is 

greater. This fact can be attributed to a greater inertia for the highest Reynolds number. However, with 

time, the difference decreases. 
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On the other hand, to study the effect of Reynolds number on the galvanic current density of 

the pair, a general dependence of the corrosion rate on fluid velocity could be established in terms of a 

potential relation between the corrosion rate and the Reynolds number [39-42]: 

                                                    i = constant·Re
a
       (2) 

The experimental exponent a in Equation 2 can be in the range from 1 to 3, depending upon the 

corrosion mechanism and flow regime. For simple mass transport to the inside wall of a tube, the value 

of exponent a is close to 1, while for erosion-corrosion in particle-containing liquids, the value is up to 

3. For values between 1 and 3, there is a mixed control of mass transport and erosion-corrosion. For 

mixed control of a chemical step and mass transport, it varies between 0 and 1, depending on the mass 

transport [39, 41-44]. 

Mean galvanic current density values have been plotted according to Equation 2 in Figure 3 for 

the different hours at which a flow step was applied (second, fourth, sixth and eighth hours of the test).  
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Figure 3. Variation of the mean galvanic current density of the copper/AISI 304 stainless steel pair 

with Reynolds number at the different hours when a flow step is applied. 

 

Figure 3 shows that the least-square fitting of the experimental data was only possible for the 

second and fourth hours of the tests, since from this time the galvanic current densities obtained when 

a flow step is applied from Re 0 to Re 5066 is lower than that corresponding to the Re-0-to-Re-3166 

step. Moreover, the experimental values of the galvanic current density for the second and fourth hours 

of the test fit Equation 2 well. The value of exponent a (0.26 and 0.20 for the second and fourth hours 

of the test, respectively) reveals that for the galvanic corrosion of the copper/AISI 304 stainless steel 

pair in LiBr there is a mixed control of a chemical step and mass transport with predominance of the 

former. 
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3.2.2. Effect of Reynolds number on the galvanic potential 

Figure 2b shows the effect of the Reynolds number on the galvanic potential profiles. In this 

way, it can be observed in Figure 2b that when a flow step is applied or the pump is disconected, 

differences between the reached galvanic potential values diminish with time. This fact agrees with the 

behavior observed for the galvanic current density.  

Figure 2b also shows that when flow steps are applied from Re 0 to Re 5066, changes in the 

galvanic potential are much more accused, in relation to those corresponding to the other studied 

Reynolds numbers. 

 

3.3. Materials examination 

After each experiment, copper and AISI 304 stainless steel rings were cut in order to observe 

the corrosion process on their surface.  

As it was previously pointed out, AISI 304 stainless steel remains protected from corrosion by 

copper that is why its inner surface, which was in contact with the LiBr solution, does not present 

corrosion damage in any case.  

Figure 4 shows the images of the copper surface after the tests. 

 

  

(a) From Re = 0 to Re = 633 

 

(b) From Re = 0 to Re = 3166 

 

(c) From Re = 0 to Re = 5066 

 

 

Figure 4. Images of the copper surface after the tests: when a flow step is applied (a) from Re = 0 to 

Re = 633, (b) from Re = 0 to Re = 3166 and (c) from Re = 0 to Re = 5066. 

 

Figure 4 reveals that copper undergoes uniform corrosion [45] and, in all the cases, the copper 

samples have lost their typical luster due to the corrosion process. 
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3.4. Combined influence of time and flow on the galvanic current density and galvanic potential 

According to Figures 1 and 2, it seems that time has a great influence on the galvanic current 

density values. In order to corroborate this fact, an experiment consisting in applying different 

magnitude of flow steps every hour during 10 hours was carried out. The test started with the pump 

disconnected, and then a flow step from Re 0 to Re 633 was applied for the next hour. The flow was 

increased the same magnitude every hour during 9 hours. Therefore, the Reynolds number varies from 

0 to 5066 in this experiment. During the last hour of the test, the pump was disconnected in order to 

study the recovery of the galvanic current density and galvanic potential. Figure 5 shows the galvanic 

current density and galvanic potential profiles obtained during the ten hours of the experiment. As in 

the other experiments carried out in this paper, the positive current density values registered mean that 

copper is the anodic member of the pair at all flow steps applied; therefore, AISI 304 stainless steel 

remains protected. 
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Figure 5. Combined influence of time and flow on galvanic current density and galvanic potential 

profiles of the copper/AISI 304 stainless steel pair applying different flow steps during ten 

hours. 

 

It can be observed that the general tendency of the galvanic current density is to increase when 

a flow step is applied; that is, the corrosion rate increases with fluid flow [9]. However, with time, the 

increase in galvanic current density is lower than that registered in the previous hour. After the initial 

increase produced by the flow step, the galvanic current density diminishes during the rest of the hour. 

Figure 5 shows that the greater increase in the galvanic current density occurs during the second hour 

(when the first flow step is applied) and from the sixth to the ninth hour of the experiment, the galvanic 

current density hardly experiences any increase when a flow step is applied. This fact means that from 

0      633    1267   1900   2533   3166   3800    4433   5066       0 

Reynolds number 
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the sixth hour, the influence of time on the galvanic current density is greater than the influence of the 

fluid flow. Mansfeld [12-14] observed a similar behavior for aluminum coupled to copper in substitute 

ocean water: the galvanic current density increased with Reynolds number, but from a given Re the 

galvanic current density decreased due to the formation of corrosion products. Therefore, the results 

observed for copper coupled to AISI 304 stainless steel can be attributed to metal passivation due to 

the formation of a protective film which grows with time. Finally, when the pump is disconnected, the 

galvanic current density drastically decreases, but the value registered is greater than the last value 

obtained during the first hour; that is, the system recovery is not complete. However, the galvanic 

current density slightly diminishes with time trying to reach the initial value of the first hour of the test. 

Figure 5 also shows that the general tendency of the galvanic potential is to shift towards more 

negative values when a flow step is applied. This fact agrees with the general tendency of the galvanic 

current density. At the end of the test, when the pump is disconnected, the galvanic potential sharply 

shifts towards more positive values that are similar to the values registered during the first hour; 

therefore, it can be said that the recovery of the galvanic potential is almost complete. 

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper the effects of flow variations on galvanic current density and galvanic potential of 

the copper/AISI 304 stainless steel pair in a heavy LiBr brine have been studied by means of a zero-

resistance ammeter (ZRA). The magnitude of the steps is different depending on the flow regime 

studied, ranging from a Reynolds number of 633 to 5066. A hydraulic circuit was used to study 

hydrodynamic corrosion in situ without breaking pipe continuity. The main findings of the work are 

presented below. 

1. The results obtained from the open circuit measurements show that copper is the anodic 

member of the pair at all flow steps applied and it undergoes uniform corrosion losing its 

characteristic luster. 

2. When a flow step is applied, galvanic current density tends to sharply increase. During the sixty 

minutes during which a flow step is applied, the galvanic current density decreases with time. 

This decrease can be attributed to metal passivation due to the formation of a protective film 

which grows with time. When a flow step is applied again, there is a complete recovery of the 

galvanic current density value for the higher Reynolds numbers. 

3. When the pump is disconnected, the galvanic current density tends to sharply decrease. When 

the pump is disconnected again, there is a complete recovery of the galvanic current density 

value, excepting the recovery of the last value registered during the first hour. 

4. Exponent a applied to the Reynolds number could only be calculated for the second and fourth 

hours of the tests showing a mixed control of a chemical step and mass transport for the 

galvanic corrosion of the copper/AISI 304 stainless steel pair, with predominance of the former.  

5. The galvanic potential tends to shift towards more negative values when a flow step is applied 

and to shift towards more positive ones when the pump is disconnected. This behavior agrees 
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with the registered values of the galvanic current density. Furthermore, the recovery of the 

galvanic potential values is almost complete. 

6. The galvanic current density is greater when the Reynolds number increases. However, this 

behavior changes with time. This fact can be attributed to the quick and large formation of 

corrosion products that protect the copper ring at the highest flow rates. 

7. From a given hour, the influence of time on the galvanic current density is greater than the 

effect of fluid flow. 
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